URVEY SAYS...

Half of U.S. Businesses Fail to
Check Their Own Website
from a Mobile Device

LEGAL Q&A

Q

Has privatization of New Jersey’s
remediation program afforded
developers and re-developers free reign to
formulate remediation strategies without
any checks and balances in place?

A
U.S. businesses are neglecting the needs of consumers accessing websites from mobile
devices, according to research released by 1 &1 Internet Inc. of Philadelphia.
From a study of 818 small- to medium-sized companies, 50 percent have never
checked the appearance or functionality of their website for Smartphone users. From
companies that have, 43 percent admit their website has a reduced appearance as
well as reduced functionality. About 57 percent of businesses have not optimized their
websites for mobile usage and have no plans to do so.
Despite widespread adoption of mobile browsing by Americans, the data reveals less
than one in three SMBs recognize that their sales or brand could be enhanced with
a more mobile-friendly website. Many companies could be alienating mobile online
consumers and risking their own growth.
U.S. businesses have worked hard in recent years to create visibility for themselves
on the Internet and adapt to the needs of the online consumer. At the same time, there
is dear evidence that more people are browsing the web on the go with devices such as
the iPhone, BlackBerry or Android phone. IDC, a global provider of market intelligence,
predicts Smartphone shipments worldwide will jump by 55 percent this year
10
percent more than projections it made earlier this year.
However, research from 1&l’s ‘5MB Mobile Website Audit’ finds that a worrying
number of U.S. firms may be at risk of losing the audience they worked hard to acquire
as consumers now switch to browsing the Internet from a mobile device. While only 60
percent of small business owners have used a mobile device to surf the web in their
private lives, half have not yet checked the appearance or functionality of their own
business website using this method.
American business owners today place a low importance upon whether their
website can be used comfortably from a mobile device. Only the minority of owners (28
percent) believe that a mobile-friendly website would positively impact sales revenue,
30 percent recognize a link to brand enhancement and feel it could provide access to
a broader range of customers. 56 percent of owners agree that an optimized website
could make a difference to the overall visibility of.a business. The figuressuggest hat
complacency on the issue has the potential to place firths at risk of.losing website.
rj.’
visitors and failing to engage with consumers. •.
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Marc D. Policastro is a
shareholder at Giordano
Halleran & Ciesla, PC. in
the firm’s Environmental
and Real Estate, Land Use
and Development Practice
Group. He can be reached
at 732 741-3900 or at
mpolicostro@ghclaw.com.
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No.The adoption of the Site Remediation
Reform Act has, necessarily, placed
significant responsibility on environmental
consultants, attorneys and other professionals
to develop and implement effective cleanup
strategies in the face of increased environmental
regulation. Under the current License Site
Remediation Program (LSRP), it is true that private
environmental consultants, not NJDEP, issue “final
approvals”, or a Response Action Outcome (RAO).
The road leading to issuance of the RAO, however,
is strikingly similar to procedures required in
pre-LSRP cases. For example, environmental
consultants remain obligated to follow the
investigatory and remediation protocols
established under New Jersey’s Technical
Requirements for Site Remediation (N.J.A.C.
7:26E). The Technical Regulations set forth
requirements for sampling techniques, delineation
of both groundwater and soil contamination
and also catalogue parameters nece ssary to
close out a case. Consultants in the pre-LSRP
world would look to the Technical Regulations
and make their best possible argument to the
NJDEP case manager, frequently pushing the
envelope in the spirit of advocacy for the client.
Post-LSRP remediation requires the consultant
to wage battle, internally, balancing the need
to adhere to the Technical Regulations, and
simultaneously safeguard against NJDEP’s right
to audit Environmental consultants and their
remediation teams, now more than ever, need to
work within the regulatory framework to achieve
maximum efficiency. At the same time, because
NJDEP will not necessarily be there every step of
the way to say no, in some cases, the consultant
will have to assume the role of naysayer.
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